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Discover the ancient Medical system of India, called Ayurveda in this book, which examines noth the historical origin and spread, as well as
traditional areas as Yoga and Astrology, and also deeper aspects of Ayyurvedic diagnosis and treatment methods for the Practitioner and
novice alike.
Astrological Biographies shows that the life of every individual is guided by the same set of stellar impulses and everyone, howoever eminent
he may be has to bear his own cross. The sorrows and frustraions which invariably accompany every human being are inevitable parts of the
process of growth and inner-unfoldment. The life of eminent personalities studies in this work in some degree or more represents the life of
the millions who are struggling for more light and greater understanding of their own purpose existence.
This balanced textbook looks at emerging religions through the lenses of history, psychology, sociology, law, theology, and counseling. The
Second Edition is updated throughout and includes a new foreword by J. Gordon Melton.
Vedic Astrology Simply Put is a colorful, fun, and simplified entry into the mysterious and captivating world of Vedic Astrology, called Jyotish
in India. William R. Levacy, an astrologer with more than two decades of experience, offers beautifully rendered illustrations and text to ease
your understanding of this ancient system of behavior and trend analysis. This book gives you straightforward guidance on: * How to decipher
the myths and origins of Vedic astrology * How Vedic astrology differs from Western or Tropical astrology * The Vedic style of interpreting the
Sun, Moon, planets, houses, and signs * How the Vedic seers used the Moon signs (called nakshatras) and other special techniques to zero
in on how people behave * How to use Ayurveda, the Science of Health; and Vastu--the Science of Space (India's counterpart to Feng
Shui)--integrated with Vedic astrology, the Science of Time Much of the Vedic art was custom created for this book by master artists in India.
There's also a special bonus enclosed--a free CD-Rom of the popular "Parashara's Light SE" Vedic astrology software.
The Astrology of SeersA Comprehensive Guide to Vedic AstrologyMotilal Banarsidass Publishe
"The Oracle of Rama shows us how we can make karmically appropriate choices so that we can live a life of joy and fulfillment" states
Deepak Chopra. The Oracle Of Rama is perhaps the greatest oracle of India, as well as one of the simplest and easiest to use. "The Oracle
of Rama uses the insights of Tulsidas, one of the greatest seers of the Vedic traditions, to unlock the secrets of the realm of unmanifest
intelligence and open up for us all the creative potentials of the universe." Deepak Chopra
"The Rig Veda is not only one of the oldest sacred scriptures of the world, but also one of the most misunderstood. Past scholarship has
dismissed the hymns of the Rig Veda as being expressions of a primitive animistic mentality that only rarely rose to true spiritual and
philosophical heights. David Frawley's book demonstrates that this judgmental view is ill-founded. His fine renderings of select Vedic hymns
bear witness to the fact that their composers were sages and seers--powerful poets who knew the art of symbolic and metaphoric
communication. The Vedic hymns give us a unique glimpse not into a primitive mentality but a mentality and culture that revolved around the
highest spiritual values and visions. This is an important and riveting book, ushering in a new and sounder tradition of Vedic interpretation and
scholarship." Georg Feuerstein
In his latest book, Dr. David Frawley unlocks ancient astrological understandings of the human body's inherent weaknesses based on
positions of the planets and stars at birth. In so doing, he guides us to avert sickness by applying detailed traditional Vedic remedial
measures and then helps us understand the karma behind illnesses when they do manifest.

Chinese edition of The Nostradamus Prophecies. The Nostradamus prophecies have been widely studied. But while
many predictions have been proven, there's still a secret that's been missing. Adam, an unsuccessful writer, met a gypsy
who was died in front of Adam but left a clue that Adam later found to be Norstradamus' last note. The note might just
lead him to the missing last 58 lines in Norstradamus' 1000-line prophecies. In Traditional Chinese. Distributed by Tsai
Fong Books, Inc.
Astrology does not ask for help, this is the reason you need this book! The best-selling horoscope book in 25 years.
Contains the latest discoveries in astrology. Predict world events in the 21st century. The best-selling astrology book on
Amazon, with the highest rating of 5 stars The United States has sold more than 500,000 astrology books. It exists to
answer questions about you. It is a knowledge about you, and it promises you that you don't need to react blindly when
experiencing life; you can control your own destiny within a limited range, and in this process, you truly understand
yourself.
This book is about Timing of Marriage with the help of 40 Parametres (atleast 50% necessary) out of 57 Parametres for
confirmation of actual date of Marriage. This book not only confirms the actual date of Marriage with the help of Lagna
Chart only but also uses Transit Birth, Moon and Sun Chart, Navmasa Chart and Transit Navmasa Chart on the date of
Marriage. In parameters by using Vimshottari Dasha, role of Mahadashanath, Antardashanath and Pratyantardashanath,
Mool Trikona Rashis, Jupiter and Saturn due to their placements and aspects is considered. This book is having 17 real
examples for confirmation of actual date of Marriage.
Light on Life: An Introduction to the Astrology of India Light on Life brings the insight and wisdom of Indian astrology to
the Western reader. Jyotish, or Indian astrology, is an ancient and complex method of exploring the nature of time and
space and its effect upon the individual. Formerly a closed book to the West, the subject has now been clarified and
explained by Hart de Fouw and Dr. Robert Svoboda, two experts and long-term practitioners. In Light on Life they have
created a complete and thorough handbook that can be appreciated and understood by those with very little knowledge
of astrology.
Eternal dance of Sun and Moon, celestial representatives of Divine masculine principle and Divine feminine principle,
Shiva and Shakti, has inspired yogis, rishis, astrologers, poets and seers since time immemorial. "She the Night makes
all the worlds sleep. He the Day is verily the waker-up of all."- Cid-vilasa "Journey with the Moon" is the first book ever
dedicated entirely to tithis and their lunar goddesses (Nitya Devis), as well as their meaning in spirituality and Vedic
astrology. The sacred cycle of Sun and Moon as expressed through tithis, solilunar days of Vedic calendar, is explained
in this book through: symbolism and mythologystages of consciousness and gunasscience of the breathmovements of
prana through the chakras in our energy bodymantra, yantra and meditationmusical intervals and scientific
ratiosconnection between tithis, nakshatras and weekdaysVedic Astrology principlesIn "Journey with the Moon" you are
invited to embark on your own journey with the Moon in the form of Goddess and learn daily from the wisdom of the lunar
phases. Inside you will find meditations, affirmations, questions for self-analysis and mantras prescribed for specific tithis,
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as well as predictive techniques involving tithis (such as Kalachakra) and stencils of 15 yantras - each prescribed for one
tithi. It is the first ever such a detailed book about the lunar phases in Vedic astrology - and it will open in front you a
possibility to look at your own birth chart from completely new perspective.
An exploration of astrology's impact on history considers such topics as the fervent observance of astrology by notable
Greeks and Romans, St. Thomas Aquinas's belief that astrology was compatible with Christianity, and the astrological
consultations of such modern figures as Winston Churchill and Ronald Reagan. Reprint. 35,000 first printing.
The Vedic tradition of India is rooted in Sanatana Dharma, the eternal and universal truths that are beneficial to
everyone. It includes many avenues of self-development that an increasing number of people from the West are starting
to investigate and use, including: Yoga Meditation and spiritual practice Vedic astrology Ayurveda Vedic gemology Vastu
or home arrangement Environmental awareness Vegetarianism Social cooperation Global peace And much more Vedic
Culture shows the advantages of the Vedic paths of improvement and self-discovery that you can use in your own life to
attain personal awareness, happiness, and fulfillment. It also provides a new view of what these avenues have to offer
from some of the most prominent writers on Vedic culture in the West, who discovered how it has affected and benefited
their own lives. For the benefit of individuals and for social progress, the Vedic system is as relevant today as it was in
ancient times. Discover why there is a growing renaissance in what the Vedic tradition has to offer in Vedic Culture.
Presents overviews of the astrologies of the world's religions, discussing how various cultures have used celestial
observations and beliefs about the heavens to engage with the divine and understand their lives on Earth.
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This is the first book that details how to choose Yoga asanas (Yoga poses) most appropriate for your unique body type according to the five
thousand year old system of Ayurvedic medicine. These two systems of healing and energy management have long been regarded as
effective methods of relieving stress, creating personal balance, eliminating ailments, and relieving chronic pain. Yoga for Your Type presents
a fundamental understanding of both Yoga and Ayurveda and provides the information needed for you to balance your energy and feel
healthy.
Hey, Sister, What's Your Sign? Has your girlfriend (or ex-girlfriend) ever told you to stop being such a sloppy Sagittarius? Have you ever
wanted to crack the shell of the cute but quiet Cancer shelving books in your local bookshop? Do you read the monthly horoscope columns in
your favorite lesbian magazine and wonder what it all means? Well...attention all women who wear comfortable shoes, lipstick lesbians, and
drag kings! Listen up, fems, butches, pillow queens, and all women who refuse to be labeled! HerScopes is the key to unlocking the
mysteries of the stars, full of insight and enlightenment about every aspect of your life. Speaking as one girlfriend to another, Charlene
Lichtenstein, one of the foremost astrologers in the gay and lesbian press, offers a comprehensive guide to the zodiac that is infused with wit,
wisdom, and a nod to all that makes lesbian life unique. HerScopes offers a detailed description of the characteristics of women born under
every sign, and a revealing glimpse into sign-by-sign compatibilty -- in love, in friendship, and in work. Complete with a list of famous gals
(and some guys) who might share your birthday and irresistible profiles of some of your favorite stars and icons, HerScopes is a welcome
resource for all the strong, smart, and courageous women striving to understand their place in the universe.
In Yoga: A Guide to the Teachings and Practices, acclaimed spiritual expert David Frawley introduces the reader to the deeper philosophy
and greater meaning to be found within yoga. Beyond the physical practice, yoga is an ancient, sacred tradition of conscious living and higher
awareness. This holistic practice encompasses physical health and well-being, psychological and emotional harmony, and general balance in
life. More importantly, yoga is a spiritual quest to know the inner truth of the universe: the Divine, God, the Absolute, or any other name one
may use to refer to this highest value. This compelling introduction provides the essential tools readers need to embark on a spiritual quest to
deepen their yoga practice. The Mandala Wisdom Series is an introductory collection on Eastern wisdom and spirituality, providing readers
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with the tools to enhance their health and well-being.
A powerful autobiography about legendary astrologer James Braha's experiences during two visits in India to learn Hindu astrology. The book
is filled with fascinating astrological stories demonstrating the accuracy and potency of the 6000 year old predictive astrology of the ancient
Seers. New agers and spiritual seekers find the book engrossing, accessible, and extremely informative. Whets the spiritual as well as
astrological appetite is what the critics declared. The book received wonderful reviews and is a 'must-read' for those who are curious about
the astrology of India.
Discover your destiny with The Oracle of Rama, the great oracle of India, and one of the simplest to use. Like the I Ching, it consists of
various verses that one can use to answer life's questions. The system is based upon Tulsidas; originally written as an oracle and still a great
classic in India today. Inspired by the symbolism of Lord Rama, a divine incarnation, the system is designed as a quick and insightful
divination tool. This deck—the first of it’s kind—is divided into seven sections and offers the reader hundreds of different verses that you can
select in response to queries. It can be used for matters of the heart and spirit, as well as for the practical matters of life; from health to
relationships and career issues. Dr. Frawley adds new commentary and modern adaptation of this great classic.
Yoga and Ayurveda together form a complete approach for optimal health, vitality and higher awareness. YOGA AND AYURVEDA reveals to
us the secret powers of the body, breath, senses, mind and chakras. More importantly, it unfolds transformational methods to work on them
through diet, herbs, asana, pranayama and meditation. This is the first book published in the West on these two extraordinary subjects and
their interface. It has the power to change the lives of those who read and apply it.

This text presents an overview of Indian spiritual tradition and its relevance to the modern mind. It introduces Vedic knowledge as
the root of many mystical traditions and as a complete system of spiritual science, including the practice of yoga as part of a field
of spiritual culture.
This expanded, updated edition is a gateway to the cosmic wisdom of India's ancient sages.
Aushadh Rahasya, a book that describes Ayurveda and herbs in a unique fashion and includes in-depth studies on Ayurvedic
diagnosis and examination, as also Psychological and Neurological conditions as Fibromyalgia, Insomnia, Anxiety, Hemiplegia,
Cerebral Palsy and more. This revised addition gives more disease cases and expansions. A complete description on Yogic and
Spiritual techniques is given, as also Astrological remedies along with a Complete Examination of the Patient, and useful Herbal
Formulas in Ayurveda and their uses.
As yoga continues to grow in popularity as a modern exercise and fitness movement, it is important to take notice of the greater
spiritual tradition that forms its core. This book sheds light on the greater tradition and teachings of yoga, providing readers
with&nbspan important approach to the practice that can harmonize&nbsptheir existence both individually and collectively. 'Yoga'
provides all students with a new&nbspappreciation of their&nbspdicipline's&nbspuniverse.
"An examination of the frameworks of science and religion that provides a multi-cultural view of how they affect our perception of
the truth"--Provided by publisher.
Dharma, Artha, Kama and Moksha are the fourfold goals of human existence. These are the essence of Hindu way of life. The
great Hindu Seers and Sages of epic age namely Parashar, Varahmihir, Garga, Jaimini and many others clearly laid down the
theory and details of these goals thinking, that the real purpose of human life lies in them. They are defined as below: 1. Dharma
(Religion) means duty, righteousness and virtue. 2. Artha (Wealth) means success, prosperity and fame. 3. Kama (Desires) means
fun, pleasures and sensual delight. 4. Moksha (Salvation) means liberation, spiritual performances and union with God. The first
three out of these constitute the path of an active life called 'Pravrati' the nature and temperament. This Pravrati is to be gained in
domestic life being a member of the society. He is to discharge his duties as a householder and a citizen. He is to acquire wealth,
gratify his legitimate desires and at the same time practice virtue. The first stage of life, for which his whole career has been a
preparation, is one of 'Nivrati' the complete surrender and union with God and hence the Moksha (Salvation). Thus, this formula
Dharma, Artha, Kama, Moksha, that indicates the ideal of a complete life taking into account of all facts of human nature without
doing violence either to the flesh or to the spirit, is the base of Vedic astrology
Astrology is the practice of relating the heavenly bodies to lives and events on earth, and the tradition that has thus been
generated. Many cultures worldwide have practised it in some form. In some it is rudimentary, in others complex. Culture and
scholarship have categorised it as both belief and science, as a form of magic, divination or religious practice – but in many ways it
defies easy categorisation. The chapters in this volume make a significant contribution to our understanding of astrology across a
range of periods of cultures. Based on papers presented at the annual conference of the Sophia Centre held in 2012, the
contributions range from China and Japan, through India, the ancient Near East, the classical world and early modern Europe, to
Madagascar and Mesoamerica. The different topics include ritual and religion, magic and science, calendars and time, and
questions of textual transmission and methodology. Astrology in Time and Place is essential reading for all interested in the history
of humanity’s relationship with the cosmos.
"This book presents the ancient Hindu astrology in its occult and esoteric aspects. Traditional practitioners often failed to defend
the veracity of the subject and dispel the scepticism of modern intellectuals. The ancient revelations have been restated here to
meet contemporary requirements. The ancient seers presented Vedic Astrology under various assumptions and in allegorical and
symbolic languages. They assumed polydimensional extension of human consciousness which was closely related with planetary
impulses. Apart from the general approach to this ancient science, the study presents in depth the astrological description of the
nature of man. It also provides deeper implications of various planetary combinations. Advanced practitioners as well as general
readers will find the book informative, illuminating and highly rewarding.
Explores the evolution of life and consciousness according to the cosmology and psychology of Fire, viewing Fire not only as a material but
also as a spiritual principle.
"Gods, Sages and Kings presents a remarkable accumulation of evidence pointing to the existence of a common spiritual culture in the
ancient world from which present civilization may be more of a decline than an advance. The book is based upon new interpretation of the
ancient Vedic teachings of India, and brings out many new insights from this unique source often neglected and misinterpreted in the West. In
addition, it dicussses recent archaeological discoveries in India whose implications are now only beginning to emerge."--Publisher.
This work offers a glimpse into Vedic spirituality, vision and culture. An interpretation of one of the oldest sacred scriptures in the world, the
composers are portrayed as sages, seers and poets, adept at symbolic and metaphoric communication
This book is based upon authors extensive study and experience of more than 40 years. It gives you the insight and understanding of your
chart as well as can help you predict events in your life. Author Pandit Parashar is a practicing Astrologer based in California, USA
Our understanding of Celtic astrology is based mainly on the speculations of modern authors--mostly drawn from classical Greek and Roman
writings--and suffers from many misconceptions. European astrology uses the Greek model, containing many Babylonian and Egyptian
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elements. But Celtic astrology (and other Indo-European astrologies) developed earlier, with relationships to Middle Eastern systems, as well
as their own independent forms. This well documented study takes a fresh look at the development of Celtic astrology and the Druids'
systems of cosmology, astronomy and astrology. The author analyzes commentaries found in manuscript sources from antiquity to the Middle
Ages, comparing them with cosmological and astronomical lore found in Celtic cultures. Ancient constellations, calendars, deities and rituals
reveal a rich worldview.
Astrology of the Seers is a clear yet comprehensive presentation of Vedic astrology and makes this difficult-to-understand subject clear,
practical and relevant. it reveals the deeper implications of the Vedic system in sections on astrology as a spiritual science, astrology and
psychology, astrology and yoga. Of special interest, the book explains the cycle of the world-ages (yugas), showing the Vedic view of human
history, and the connection of our solar system with galactic sources of energy. Thirty-two example charts of all types are explained including
those of many spiritual teachers, covering all the main aspects of its philosophy, background and practice, including chart interpretation and
methods of balancing planetary influences such as mantra and gem therapy. The present edition has been throughly revised and updated.
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